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Helping Members Improve Air Quality 
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A voluntary association of ten state and local air 
pollution control agencies, MARAMA strengthens the 
skills and capabilities of member agencies and helps 
them work together to prevent and reduce air pollution 
impacts in the Mid-Atlantic Region.   
 

This report highlights our accomplishments from  
October 2020 through September 2021. 
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MARAMA hosted 27 On-line Training Courses/Webinars 

All training continued to be virtual due to the continued shut-down from COVID 19 
 

• APTI 350 Asbestos Training Webinar Series, October 2020—52 Participants 

• NACT 271 Stationary Reciprocating Engines, October, 2020—42 Participants 

• NACT 273 Industrial Boilers, October 2020—45 Participants 

• NACT 287 Dry Cleaning, October 2020—38 Participants 

• NACT 224 Observing Source Tests, November 2020—44 Participants 

• NACT 274 Biomass Fired Boilers, November 2020  - 45 Participants 

• NACT 299 Theory & Application Air Pollution Control Devices, November 2021-45 Participants 

• Title V Training On Demand (11) Modules Training Series, Sept—Dec, 2020—45 Participants 

• Environmental Justice Webinar (co-sponsored NESCAUM & OTC) Dec 2020—154 participants 

• MDC Webinar: Cleaner Truck Initiative, December 2020—69 participants 

• NACT 231 Surface Coating: Metal Parts & Products, January 2021—46 Participants 

• NACT 233 Solvent Cleaning: Degreasing Operations, January 2021—44 Participants 

• NACT 246 Aggregate, Asphalt, and Concrete Batching, January 2021—37 Participants 

• LMS and WebEx Training (for Training Coordinators), April 2021—16 Participants 

• NACT 270 Incinerators, May 2021—43 Participants  

• NACT 272 Stationary Gas Turbines, May 2021—44 Participants  

• NACT 285 Landfill G as Control Gas Facilities, May 2021—42 Participants 

• APTI 418 Control of  NOx Emissions Training Webinar Series, May 2021 —41 Participants 

• MDC Webinar: Electric Trucks-More than a Truckload of Changes, June 2021—101 Participants 

•  PAMS Training Series (co-sponsored with LADCO, May—June 2021—19 Participants 

• MOVES3 for Modelers Training, July 2021—23 Participants 

• NACT 334 Permit Practices, July 2021—45 Participants 

• APTI 423 Air Dispersion Models & Applications, July 2021—26 Participants 

• NACT 299 Control Devices, August 2021—44 Participants 

• NACT 290 MACT General Background, August 2021—38 Participants 

• NACT 222 Principles of Ambient Air Monitoring, September 2021—47 Participants 

• NACT 231 Surface Coating, Metal Parts & Products, September 2021—41 Participants  

  

MARAMA also sponsored 12 members to attend on-line conferences or meetings. 

MARAMA Training Events for FY 2021 
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MARAMA hosted 3 ONLINE Workshops.   

MARAMA’s workshops provide invaluable opportunities for new and experienced staff from all ten 

MARAMA agencies to interact and learn from each other as well as from invited expert speakers. 
 

• MARAMA Monitoring Committee Virtual Workshop, December 2020—197 Participants 

• MARAMA Mobile Sources Virtual Training Workshop, March 2021—353 Participants 

• MARAMA Port Partnerships Virtual Training Workshop, September 2021—81 Participants 
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1, 364 MARAMA  Agency Staff Attended MARAMA Events in FY 2021 
   

   Allegheny County  98          New Jersey    162              Philadelphia  108                     
  Delaware           130       North Carolina    199              Virginia   134                 
  District of Columbia      59         Pennsylvania    270              West Virginia          97             
  Maryland            107              
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As Benjamin Franklin said, “Out of adversity comes opportunity.”  No doubt, the COVID 19 pandemic has 

brought about many challenges. When MARAMA’s in-person training program came to a screeching halt in 

March of 2020, we found an opportunity to think outside of the box by quickly, and effectively, making a 

pivot to offering all 

MARAMA training events 

virtually.   

Prior to the pandemic, 

MARAMA was well-versed 

in conducting 

virtual training which, 

thankfully, made the 

transition relatively 

transparent.   

Many benefits of virtual 

training surfaced, most 

important of which was the 

ability for MARAMA to 

schedule even more training 

events with a higher number 

of registered member agency 

staff.  MARAMA’s “virtual” 

workshops have enabled 

both national as well as 

international speakers to participate in addition to EPA regional air quality staff from across the country.  

Although “virtual” training has at times presented a few challenges, MARAMA remains committed to 

delivering effective, quality training to our region, no matter the training delivery method.  

As an example, the map above shows the states of the participants from the March 2021 MARAMA Mobile 

Sources Virtual Workshop.  We had 353 total workshop participants with 113 participants from MARAMA 

agencies (in blue) and 169 participants from other states (in orange) who are outside of the MARAMA 

region.  MARAMA is becoming a national leader in Air Quality virtual trainings!   

The Mobile Sources Workshop had forty-three speakers from state, local, federal, and private industry spoke 

on a variety of Mobile Sources topics, including : EPA and FHWA Updates, Transportation Decarbonization 

Policy, Alternative Fuels / Electrification, VW Settlement Updates, Emissions Modeling/MOVES, and 

COVID-19 Impacts on Transportation Air Quality and on MARAMA agencies. 
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MARAMA is Training More than the Mid-Atlantic Region!  
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MARAMA technical staff currently facilitate the following webinars on important air quality topics:  

Commercial Marine Vessels (CMV), AERMOD, Emerging Pollutants, MJO MOVES, Northeast Emissions 

Inventory (EI) Leads, and Eastern Regional Technical Advisory Committee (ERTAC EGU).   

   

The Commercial 

Marine Vessels 

(CMV) 

Workgroup began 

in May 2019 with 

the goal of 

understanding and 

improving EPA 

estimates of CMV 

emissions within 

MARAMA 

states.  Many of 

our agencies 

thought there was a 

gap in emissions 

information from 

C1/C2 vessels.  It 

originally began as 

a workgroup using 

GIS (Geographic 

Information 

System) to try to 

determine location 

and speeds for vessels that traveled on the rivers and bays within the MARAMA region.  The CMV 

Workgroup analyzed Automatic Identification System (AIS) data (ship activity) using various tools. There 

are many challenges in working with AIS data, including the size of the data and the prevalence of missing 

or incorrect values. Participants discussed how they handle data, share code they have written and files they 

have prepared for further analysis, and build off of each other’s work.  The focus of the workgroup shifted 

to the review of the CMV emissions process and timeline for the 2020 EPA National Emissions Inventory 

(NEI) without the use of GIS.  This workgroup currently meets bi-monthly or as needed. 

 

The AERMOD Workgroup’s purpose is to learn and share information that pertains to the EPA model 

AERMOD and air dispersion modeling along with gathering new information and gaining perspective about 

modeling issues and lessons from our neighboring state & local agencies.  This workgroup began in 2019 

and currently has 60+ members.  During the quarterly meeting, EPA gives updates from OAQPS on the 

status of AERMOD (including annual model updates) and updates from the EPA Regional offices.  Each 

webinar meeting has an air agency roundtable that allows attendees to share information or ask questions.   

Commercial Marine Vessels (CMV) at 10:30am on July 12, 2022 
 

Green: cargo vessels; red: oil tankers; Aqua: tugs; tan: commercial fishing boats;  

Cobalt: cruise ships; Pink: Pleasure crafts             Image from www.marinetraffic.com  

MARAMA’s mission is to bring air quality agencies together to help them work 

together to prevent and reduce air pollution impacts in the Mid-Atlantic Region.   

We do that with hosting our technical workgroups. 

MARAMA Workgroups  
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MARAMA Workgroups (Continued) 

In 2019, the MARAMA Fumigation Workgroup merged with the National Fumigation Workgroup.  

However, due to a strong interest from our states, most of the participants continued as the MARAMA 

Emerging Pollutants (EP) Workgroup which began in January 2020 and has 50+ members from 

MARAMA agencies and EPA Region 3.  It meets monthly, with a purpose to learn and share information 

about emerging pollutants with a focus on PFAS and Ethylene Oxide (EtO).  Presentation have been given 

by speakers from EPA, states, and consultants. MARAMA shares updates on policies and regulations, both 

State and National, along with sharing information on upcoming workshops and webinars. 

  

One of the longest running workgroups is MJO MOVES, which meets monthly and has over 160 members. 

This group includes not only MARAMA members, but other Multi-Jurisdictional Organizations (MJO’s) 

invite their agencies from across the U.S., including Alaska.  The purpose of this workgroup is to learn and 

share information that pertains to the impact of the EPA's MOtor Vehicle Emission Simulator (MOVES) for 

both the national emissions inventory and project analyses.  EPA has representatives from both the Office of 

Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) and the Office of Transportation and Air Quality (OTAQ) 

who attend to give updates and solicit information and requests from the states.  In late 2020, MOVES3 was 

introduced and replaced MOVES2014b.  During our monthly webinars, updates on the MOVES3 model, 

SMOKE MOVES3, and mobile source data for the 2020 NEI have been presented.  In March 2021, 

MOVES3.0.1 patch was released and then MOVES3.0.2 was released in September 2021.    

 

The Northeast Emissions Inventory (EI) Leads Workgroup meets to discuss questions concerning the 

technical and policy aspects of emissions inventory development, hear perspectives of other states, address 

state-specific issues that aren't on EPA's agenda, discuss impacts of changes to inventory methodologies, and 

make those all-important connections to others in the region working on inventories.  The workgroup also 

provides the opportunity to coordinate with other groups such as the OTC modelers and EPA staff on 

inventory improvement projects.  During FY 2021, we used these calls to exchange information on 2020NEI 

preparations, help each other through big EIS reporting changes, and discuss the impacts of EPA's proposed 

SCC changes and communicate them to EPA.  

 

It's been over ten years since the Eastern Regional Technical Advisory Committee (ERTAC) convened 

an ad-hoc state/MJO/industry group to build a low-cost, stable, and transparent tool for projecting Electricity 

Generating Unit (EGU) emissions.  The industry has changed a lot in those years, with the biggest change 

arguably the retirement of more than half of the coal-fired power plants that were operating in 2010.  What 

hasn't changed is the need for a low-cost, stable, and transparent tool based on a universe of sources 

informed by state input.  In FY 2021, the three ERTAC EGU Workgroups moved from v16.0 to v16.2 for 

base year 2016.  Each version change includes updated information from state outreaches:  new units, 

retirements, controls, emission rates, and fuel switches, as well as new growth data from both the Energy 

Information Administration (EIA) and states.  Between v16.0 and v16.2, NY, MD, MA, NJ,  IN,  OH,  IA,  

GA,  VA,  SC,  OK,  MN,  PA,  MO,  NC,  MI,  IL, and WI all provided feedback that was incorporated into 

the tool.  The move to v16.2 also included adding 2026, 2032, and 2035 to the list of future years to meet 

regulatory modeling requirements and planning needs, and a 2023 Revised Cross-State Air Pollution Rule 

(CSAPR) Update compliant run.  Some version changes also include updates to the Python code, which got 

a major update when the workgroups decided to include non-EGUs with continuous emissions monitoring 

(CEM) data in the tool v16.2 to better align the ERTAC EGU and EPA/Integrated Planning Model (IPM) 

universe of sources.  This simplifies the group's work with EPA and other states and MJOs to improve EGU 

emissions estimates for all. 
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MARAMA DERA Programs 

 

MARAMA worked with other members of the Mid-Atlantic Diesel Collaborative to reduce diesel emissions 

in the region. MARAMA administered four EPA DERA grants, valued at over $4 million dollars, to reduce 

diesel emissions from dray 

trucks serving Mid-Atlantic 

ports by providing down 

payments as financial incentives 

to truck owners to give up their 

old polluting trucks. During the 

year, under all the DERA 

Programs, MARAMA replaced 

a total of 36 old dray trucks 

serving the ports of Virginia (12 

trucks), Delaware and 

Pennsylvania (24 trucks). The 

oldest truck replaced was a 25-

year-old heavy duty drayage 

truck.  The newest truck 

purchased was a super clean 

model year 2021.   

MARAMA’s truck program results were lower this year affected by the 

Covid-19 pandemic. Low inventories of quality used trucks impacted 

DERA Truck Replacement programs across the country, including 

MARAMA’s. The shutdown of business around the world included reduced 

production and manufacture of heavy-duty trucks which in turn reduced the supply of available quality used 

heavy duty used trucks. The used truck market is heavily dependent on large trucking companies purchasing 

new vehicles every 3 to 5 years and trading in their 3 to 5-year-old trucks.  These used trucks become the bulk 

of available used trucks for DERA program participants.  Additionally, prices of used trucks increased by 

almost 30% during this period making finding a quality replacement truck at a reasonable price difficult.     

MARAMA worked under a DERA subgrant from Virginia Department of Environmental Quality, where 12 

pre-2007 model year diesel trucks were scrapped and replaced with newer and cleaner diesel trucks (engine 

model year 2013 or newer). Under DERA in the port areas of Wilmington, Delaware, and Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, 24 old trucks were scrapped and replaced with model year 2013 or newer trucks equipped with 

DPF SCR technology.   

Estimated emission reductions achieved from replacing 36 old model trucks during the year are presented in 

the table.  

Estimated Lifetime Emission  
Reductions from 36 truck replace-

ments in VA, DE and PA (tons)  

NOx  PM2.5  HC  CO  CO2  
Gallons of Fuel 

Reduced  

129.91  10.55  11.89  36.31  1,838.60  163,427  

Husband and wife pictured with new DERA truck in Virginia 



 

 

As the pandemic continued to be the hot topic for the country, the efforts to improve 

air quality remained with our members and MARAMA during the FY 2021 year 

which began the second year of our latest 5-year grant. The reduced air pollution 

levels observed in 2020 (due to pandemic lockdowns) did not remain as the economy 

continued to recover and will be of interest to ascertain what efforts are creating the 

greatest impact on air quality improvement. 

 

One effort that continues to be effective is the training MARAMA provided over this 

year. As was presented earlier in this report the number of virtual classes, workshops 

and participants for these events was very high. By taking advantage of MARAMA's 

strength to offer virtual events, we reached more participants than ever before. In 

addition, the geographical areas represented were wide and vast, which leads one to 

believe this information is being used throughout the country ultimately benefitting air quality in the mid-

Atlantic region. Moving forward, MARAMA will continue to listen to the requests and needs of our 

member agencies and in the future we will be able to offer both in-person and virtual classes. 

 

EPA's recent efforts to enhance and update courses for training air agency staff has been welcomed by the 

Multi-Jurisdictional Organizations (MJOs) that sponsor the trainings. In FY2021, EPA created a three-year 

plan for course updates and development which was circulated for review and comment. The draft plan 

projected a new Environmental Justice (EJ) class for year three of the plan. Recognizing EJ is a top priority, 

MARAMA commented to EPA that EJ needs to be incorporated in every class and an EJ class needed to be 

developed sooner than in year three. As a result, the final EPA Training Roadmap reflected the comments 

made by MARAMA by prioritizing the EJ class sooner and by adding appropriate EJ concepts throughout 

trainings. Additionally, MARAMA will look to incorporate EJ concepts into all aspects of our work.   

 

MARAMA continued to educate the agencies on the potential significant impacts from tampered diesel 

vehicles. After completing a white paper with the University of Maryland's School of Law, the information 

that has been gathered from tampering investigations was put into a tool that gives regulators an estimated 

increase in NOx emissions from tampered diesel vehicles, which is eye opening. The information prompted 

MARAMA to create a anti-diesel tampering training event in FY2022. 
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A Year in Review from Marc Cone,  MARAMA Executive Director  

MARAMA’s  success depends on collaborative efforts by staff from member agencies.  Each year 

MARAMA presents an award to recognize those individuals whose contributions have been outstanding.   
 

The 2021 Outstanding Service Award went to Joseph Jakuta, DC Dept. of Energy and Environment  

Joseph has made innumerable contributions to regional and national inventory 

workgroups in his current position as well as his previous position working for the 

Ozone Transport Commission.  During this time, he has worked extensively to 

maintain and build on the code that runs the ERTAC EGU (Eastern Regional Technical 

Advisory Committee-Electric Generating Unit) projection tool, continuously improving 

emissions projection capabilities in the EGU sector.  He also contributed to assembling 

an R Programming language package (r4moves) to enable agencies to more easily run 

the MOVES model enhancing mobile source inventories.              

2021 MARAMA Outstanding Service Awards  

Marc Cone 
MARAMA Executive Director 

Joseph Jakuta, DOEE 



 

 

Board of Directors, 2021 
 

Kelly Crawford, District of Columbia, Chair 

Mark Hammond, Pennsylvania, Vice-Chair 

Laura Crowder, West Virginia, Treasurer 

Jayme Graham/Dean DeLuca, Allegheny Country 

David Fees/Angela Marconi, Delaware 

George S. “Tad” Aburn, Jr., Maryland 

Francis “Frank” Steitz, New Jersey 

Michael Abraczinskas, North Carolina 

Kassahun Sellassie, Philadelphia 

Michael G. Dowd, Virginia 

MARAMA - A Year in Review from our Executive Director (Continued) 

 

MARAMA Staff, 2021 

Marc Cone, Executive Director 

Jackie Burkhardt, Co-Training Coordinator 

Sue Dilli, Co-Training Coordinator  

Tina Gibson, Office Manager 

Susan McCusker, Ph.D., Sr. Environmental Engineer 

Sharon Ray, Administrative Assistant  

Jenny St. Clair, Environmental Data Specialist 

Deborah Thomas, Diesel Program Manager 

Debbie Dutcher Wilson, Air Quality Scientist 

 

MARAMA Directors and Staff 

Annual Report design and layout by Sharon Ray,  September 2022 

FY 2021 Revenue FY 2021 Expenses 

Again in 2021, we thank the great agencies that support us through the financial contributions and their 

staff participating and leading in work groups.  Without our member agencies’ support MARAMA would 

not be nearly as effective in delivering all the technical assistance and trainings we do.  Much of this year’s 

decrease in the revenue and expenses graphed below was due to less diesel truck replacements due to the 

supply chain issues not yet resolved from the Covid-19 pandemic (see page 6).  MARAMA expects this 

issue will be with us for the next couple of years.  

The training events’ expenses were also less this year due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic that forced us 

to have all of our courses and workshops online.  The training expenses that we did have were salaries for 

instructors for developing online training courses.  

MARAMA staff has remained the same from the previous year which is remarkable considering the great 

upheaval that the pandemic has caused.  Even as some COVID restrictions have eased, most of 

MARAMA’s employees have continued to work remotely from home, with no negative consequences. 


